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ABSTRACT
Generative adversary networks (GANs) suffer from training patholo-
gies such as instability andmode collapse. These pathologies mainly
arise from a lack of diversity in their adversarial interactions. Evo-
lutionary generative adversarial networks apply the principles of
evolutionary computation to mitigate these problems. We hybridize
two of these approaches that promote training diversity. One, E-
GAN, at each batch, injects mutation diversity by training the
(replicated) generator with three independent objective functions
then selecting the resulting best performing generator for the next
batch. The other, Lipizzaner, injects population diversity by train-
ing a two-dimensional grid of GANs with a distributed evolutionary
algorithm that includes neighbor exchanges of additional training
adversaries, performance based selection and population-based
hyper-parameter tuning. We propose to combine mutation and
population approaches to diversity improvement. We contribute
a superior evolutionary GANs training method, Mustangs, that
eliminates the single loss function used across Lipizzaner ’s grid.
Instead, each training round, a loss function is selected with equal
probability, from among the three E-GAN uses. Experimental anal-
yses on standard benchmarks, MNIST and CelebA, demonstrate that
Mustangs provides a statistically faster training method resulting
in more accurate networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) have emerged as a power-
ful machine learning paradigm. They were first introduced for the
task of estimating a distribution function underlying a given set of
samples [6]. A GAN consists of two neural networks, one a genera-
tor and the other a discriminator. The discriminator is trained to
correctly discern the “natural/real” samples from “artificial/fake”
samples produced by the generator. The generator, given a latent
random space, is trained to transform its inputs into samples that
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fool the discriminator. Formulated as a minmax optimization prob-
lem through the definitions of discriminator and generator loss,
training can converge on an optimal generator, one that approxi-
mates the latent true distribution so well that the discriminator can
only provide a label at random for any sample.
The early successes of GANs in generating realistic, complex,
multivariate distributions motivated a growing body of applica-
tions, such as image generation [5], video prediction [11], image
in-painting [25], and text to image synthesis [19]. However, while
the competitive juxtaposition of the generator and discriminator
is a compelling design, GANs are notoriously hard to train. Fre-
quently training dynamics show pathologies. Since the generator
and the discriminator are differentiable networks, optimizing the
minmax GAN objective is generally performed by (variants of) si-
multaneous gradient-based updates to their parameters [6]. This
type of gradient-based training rarely converges to an equilibrium.
GAN training thus exhibits degenerate behaviors, such as mode
collapse [4], discriminator collapse [10], and vanishing gradients [2].
Different objectives impact the gradient information used to
update parameters weights of the networks. Therefore, changing
the objective impacts the search trajectory and could eliminate
or decrease the frequency of pathological trajectories. A set of
recent studies by members of the machine learning community
proposed different objective functions. Generally, these functions
compute loss as the distance between the fake data and real data
distributions according to different measures. The original GAN [6]
applies the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD). Other measures in-
clude: 1) Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) [15], 2) the Wasserstein
distance [3], 3) the least-squares (LS) [12], and 4) the absolute devia-
tion [26].
Each of these objective functions improves training but none
entirely solves all of its challenges. An evolutionary computation
project investigated an evolutionary generative adversarial network
(E-GAN), a different approach [22]. E-GAN, batch after batch, is
able to guide its trajectory with gradient information from a popula-
tion of three different objectives, which defines the gradient-based
mutation to be applied. As we will describe in more detail in Sec-
tion 2, each batch, E-GAN trains each of three copies of the GAN
with one of the three objectives in the population. After this in-
dependent training, E-GAN selects the best GAN according to a
given fitness function to start the next batch and train further. This
process splices batch-length trajectories from different gradient
information together. Essentially, E-GAN injectsmutation diversity
into training. As a result, on some benchmarks, E-GAN improves
and provides comparable performance on a baseline using a single
objective.
Another evolutionary computation idea for addressing training
pathologies comes from competitive coevolutionary algorithms.
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With one population adversarially posed against another, they op-
timize with a minmax objective like GANs. Pathologies similar
to what is reported in GAN training have been observed in co-
evolutionary algorithms, such as focusing, relativism, and lost of
gradient [17]. They have been attributed to a lack of diversity. Each
population converges or the coupled population dynamics lock
into a tit-for-tat pattern of ineffective signaling. Spatial distributed
populations have been demonstrated to be particularly effective at
resolving this. This approach has been transferred to GANs with
Lipizzaner [1, 20]. Lipizzaner uses a spatial distributed competi-
tive coevolutionary algorithm. It places the individuals of the gen-
erator and discriminator populations on a grid (each cell contains
a pair of generator-discriminators). Each generator is evaluated
against all the discriminators of its neighborhood and the same
happen with each discriminator. Lipizzaner takes advantage of
neighborhood communication to propagate models. Lipizzaner,
in effect, provides diversity in the genome space.
In this paper we ask whether a method that capitalizes on ideas
from both E-GAN and Lipizzaner is better than either one of them.
Specifically, can a combination of diversity in mutation and genome
space train GANs faster, more accurately and more reliably? Thus,
we present theMUtation SpaTial gANs training method,Mustangs.
For each cell of the grid, Mustangs selects randomly with equal
probability a given loss function from among the set of three that
E-GAN introduced, which is applied for the current training batch.
This process is repeated for each batch during the whole GAN
training.We experimentally evaluateMustangs on standard bench-
marks, MNIST and CelebA, to determine whether it provides more
accurate results and/or requires shorter execution times. The main
contributions of this paper are: 1) Mustangs, a training method of
GANs that provides both mutation and genome diversity. 2) A open
source software implementation of Mustangs1, 3) A demonstra-
tion of Mustangs’s higher accuracy and performance on MNIST
and CelebA. 4) A deployment of Mustangs on cloud computing
infrastructure that optimizes the GAN grid in parallel.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
related work. Section 3 describes the method. The experimental
setup and the results are in sections 4 and 5. Finally, conclusions
are drawn and future work is outlined in Section 6.
2 RELATEDWORK
Recent work have focused on improving the robustness of GAN
training and the overall quality of generated samples [2, 4, 15]. Prior
approaches tried to mitigate degenerate GAN dynamics by using
heuristics, such as decreasing the optimizer’s learning rate along the
iterations [18]. Other authors have proposed changing generator’s
or discriminator’s objectives [3, 12, 15, 26]. More advanced methods
apply ensemble approaches [23].
A different category of studies employmultiple generators and/or
discriminators. Some remarkable examples analyze training a cas-
cade of GANs [23]; sequentially training and adding new gener-
ators with boosting techniques [21]; training in parallel multiple
generators and discriminators [8]; and training an array of discrim-
inators specialized in a different low-dimensional projection of the
data [14].
1Mustangs source code - https://github.com/mustang-gan/mustang
Recent work by Yao and co-authors proposed E-GAN, whose
main idea is to evolve a population of three independent loss func-
tions defined according to three distance metrics (JSD, LS, and a
metric based on JSD and KL) [22]. One at a time, independently, the
loss functions are used to train a generator from some starting con-
dition, over a batch. The generators produced by the loss functions
are evaluated by a single discriminator (considered optimal) that
returns a fitness value for each generator. The best generator of the
three options is then selected and training continues, with the next
training batch, and the three different loss functions. The use of
different objective functions (mutations) overcomes the limitations
of a single individual training objective and a better adapts the
population to the evolution of the discriminator. E-GAN defines a
specific fitness function that evaluates the generators in terms of
the quality and the diversity of the generated samples. The results
shown that E-GAN is able to get higher inception scores, while
showing comparable stability when it goes to convergence. E-GAN
works because the evolutionary population injects diversity into
the training. Over one training run, different loss functions inform
the best generator of a batch.
Another evolutionary way to improve training is also motivated
by diversity [1, 20]. Lipizzaner simultaneously trains a spatially
distributed population of GANs (pairs of generators and discrimi-
nators) that allows neighbors to communicate and share informa-
tion. Gradient learning is used for GAN training and evolutionary
selection and variation is used for hyperparameter learning. Over-
lapping neighborhoods and local communication allow efficient
propagation of improving models. Besides, this strategy has the
ability to distribute the training process on parallel computation
architectures, and therefore, it can efficiently scale. Lipizzaner co-
evolutionary dynamics are able to escape degenerate GAN training
behaviors, e.g, mode collapse and vanishing gradient, and resulting
generators provide accurate and diverse samples.
In this paper we ask whether an advance that capitalizes on
ideas from both E-GAN (i.e., diversity in the mutation space) and
Lipizzaner (i.e., diversity in genomes space) is better than either
one of them.
3 MUSTANGS METHOD
This section presents Mustangs devised in this work. First, we
introduce the general optimization problem of GAN training. Then,
we describe a method for spatial coevolution GANs training. Finally,
we present themultiplemutations applied to produce the generators
offspring.
3.1 General GAN Training
In this paper we adopt a mix of notation used in [10]. Let G =
{Gu ,u ∈ U} and D = {Dv ,v ∈ V} denote the class of generators
and discriminators, respectively, where Gu and Dv are functions
parameterized by u and v . U,V ⊆ Rp represent the parameters
space of the generators and discriminators, respectively. Further,
let G∗ be the target unknown distribution that we would like to fit
our generative model to.
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Figure 1: Spatial coevolution training on a 3 × 3 grid [1]. Pv = {v1, . . .v9 } and Pu = {u1, . . . u9 } denote neural network weights of discrim-
inator and generator population respectively. Pγ = {γ1, . . . , γ9 } and Pδ = {δ1, . . . , δ9 } denote the hyperparameters (e.g., learning rate) of
discriminator and generator population, respectively. Pw = {w1, . . . , w9 } denote the mixture weights. The (·)′ notation denotes the value of
(·) after one iteration of coevolution.
Formally, the goal of GAN training is to find parameters u and v
so as to optimize the objective function
min
hu ∈U
max
v ∈V
L(u,v) , where
L(u,v) = Ex∼G∗ [ϕ(Dv (x))] + Ex∼Gu [ϕ(1 − Dv (x))] , (1)
and ϕ : [0, 1] → R, is a concave function, commonly referred to
as the measuring function. In practice, we have access to a finite
number of training samples x1, . . . ,xm ∼ G∗. Therefore, an empiri-
cal version 1m
∑m
i=1 ϕ(Dv (xi )) is used to estimate Ex∼G∗ [ϕ(Dv (x))].
The same holds for Gu .
3.2 Spatial Coevolution for GAN Training
Evolutionary computation implements mechanisms inspired by
biological evolution such as reproduction, diversity generation, and
survival of the fittest to address optimization problems. In this case.
we apply the competitive coevolutionary algorithm outlined in
Algorithm 1 to optimize GANs. It evolves two populations, Pu =
{u1, . . . ,uT } a population of generators and Pv = {v1, . . . ,vT } a
population of discriminators to create diversity in genomes spaces,
where T is the population size. The fitness L of each generator
ui ∈ Pu and discriminator vj ∈ Pv are assessed according to their
interactions with a set of discriminators from Pv and generators
from Pu , respectively (Lines 2 to 7). The fittest individuals are used
to generate the new of individuals (generators and discriminators)
by applying mutation (see Section 3.3). The new individuals replace
the ones in the current population if they perform better (better
fitness) to produce the next generation.
Mustangs applies the spatially distributed coevolution summa-
rized in Algorithm 1, the individuals of both populations (generators
of Pu and discriminators of Pv ) are distributed on the cells of a two
imensional toroidal grid [1]. Spatial coevolution has shown a con-
siderable ability in maintaining diversity in the populations and
fostering continuous arms races [13, 24].
The cell’s neighborhood defines the subset of individuals of Pu
and Pv to interact with and it is specified by its size sn . Given a
m×n-grid, there arem×n neighborhoods.Without losing generality,
we considerm2 square grids to simplify the notation. In our study,
we use a five-cell neighborhood, i.e, one center and four adjacent
cells (see Figure 1). We apply the same notation used in [1]. For
the k-th neighborhood in the grid, we refer to the generator in its
center cell by Pk,1u ⊂ Pu and the set of generators in the rest of the
neighborhood cells by Pk,2u , . . . , Pk,sn , respectively. Furthermore,
we denote the union of these sets by Pku = ∪sni=1Pk,iu ⊆ Pu , which
represents the kth generator neighborhood.
In the spatial coevolution applied here, each neighborhood per-
forms an instance of Algorithm 1 with the populations Pku and
Pkv to update its center cell, i.e. P
k,1
u , P
k,1
v , with the returned val-
ues (Line 15 of Algorithm 1).
Given them2 neighborhoods, all the individuals of Pu and Pv
will get updates as Pu = ∪m2k=1Pku , Pv = ∪m
2
k=1P
k
v . Thesem2 instances
of Algorithm 1 run in parallel in an asynchronous fashion when
dealing with reading/writing from/to the populations. This imple-
mentation scales with lower communication overhead, allows the
cells to run its instances without waiting each other, increases the
diversity by mixing individuals computed during different stages
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Algorithm 1 GeneralCoevGANs(Pu , Pv , L, {αi }, {βi }, pµ , )
Input:
Pu : generator population Pv : discriminator population
{αi } : selection probability {βi } : mutation probability
I : number of generations L : GAN objective function
pµ : objective-selection probabilities vector
Return:
Pu : evolved generator population
Pv : evolved discriminator population
1: for i in [1 . . . I ] do
// Evaluate Pu and Pv
2: fu1 . . .uT ← 0
3: fv1 . . .vT ← 0
4: for each ui in Pu , each vj in Pv do
5: fui −= L(ui , vj )
6: fvj += L(ui , vj )
7: end for
// Sort Pu and Pv
8: u1. . .T ← us (1). . .s (T ) with s(i) = argsort(fu1 . . .uT , i)
9: v1. . .T ← vs (1). . .s (T ) with s(j) = argsort(fv1 . . .vT , j)
// Selection
10: u1. . .T ← us (1). . .s (T ) with s(i) = argselect(u1. . .T , i, {αi })
11: v1. . .T ← vs (1). . .s (T ) with s(j) = argselect(v1. . .T , j, {α j })
// Mutation & Replacement
12: u1. . .T ← replace({ui }, {u′i }) with u′i = mutatePu (ui , {βi })
13: v1. . .T ← replace({vj }, {v ′j }) with v ′j = mutatePv (vj , {βi })
14: end for
15: return Pu , Pv
of the training process, and performs better with limited number
of function evaluations [16].
Taking advantage of the population of |Pu | generators trained,
the spatial coevolution method selects one of the generator neigh-
borhoods {Pku }1≤k≤m2 as a mixture of generators according to a
given performance metric f : Usn × Rsn → R. Thus, it is chosen
the best generator mixture P∗u ∈ Usn according to the mixture
weightsw∗ ∈ [0, 1]sn . Hence, the sn-dimensional mixture weight
vectorw is defined as follows
P ∗u , w ∗ = argmax
Pku ,wk :1≤k≤m2
f
( ∑
ui ∈Pku wi ∈wk
wiGui
)
, (2)
wherewi represents the mixture weight of (or the probability that
a data point comes from) the ith generator in the neighborhood,
with
∑
wi ∈w k wi = 1. These hyperparameters {wk }1≤k≤m2 are
optimized during the training process after each step of spatial
coevolution by applying an evolution strategy (1+1)-ES [1].
3.3 Mustangs Gradient-based Mutation
Mustangs coevolutionary algorithm generates the offspring of
both populations Ph and Pq by by applying asexual reproduction,
i.e. next generation’s of individuals are produced by applying mu-
tation (Lines 12 and 13 in Algorithm 1). These mutation operators
are defined according to a giving training objective, which gen-
erally attempts to minimize the distance between the generated
fake data and real data distributions according to a given measure.
Lipizzaner applies the same gradient-based mutation for both pop-
ulations during the coevolutionary learning [1].
In this study, we add mutation diversity to the genome diversity
provided by Lipizzaner. Thus, we use the mutations used by E-
GAN to generate the offspring of generators [22]. E-GAN applies
three different mutations corresponding with three different mini-
mization objectives w.r.t. the generator: 1) Minmax mutation, which
objective is to minimize the JSD between the real and fake data
distributions, i.e., JSD(pr eal ∥ pf ake ) (see Equation (3)). 2) Least-
square mutation, which is inspired in the least-square GAN [12]
that applies this criterion to adapt both, the generator and the
discriminator. The objective function is formulated as shown in
Equation (4). 3) Heuristc mutation, which maximizes the probability
of the discriminator being mistaken by minimizing the objective
function in Equation (5). This objective is equal to minimizing
[KL(pr eal ∥ pf ake ) − 2JSD(pr eal ∥ pf ake )]
MminmaxG =
1
2 Ex∼Gu [loд(1 − Dv (x))] (3)
M
least−square
G = Ex∼Gu [loд(Dv (x) − 1)2] (4)
Mheur ist icG =
1
2 Ex∼Gu [loд(Dv (x))] (5)
Thus, the mutation applied to the generators (mutatePu ) in
Line 12 of Algorithm 1 is defined in the Algorinthm 2. The new
generator is produced by using a loss function (mutation) to opti-
mize one of the three objectives functions introduced above. i.e.,
MminmaxG ,M
least−square
G , andM
heur ist ic
G , which are binary cross
entropy (BCE) loss, mean square error (MSE) loss, and heuristic loss,
respectively.
E-GAN applies the three mutations to the generator (ancestor)
and it selects the individual that provides the best fitness when is
evaluated against the discriminator [22]. In contrast, Mustangs
picks at random with same the probability ( 13 ) one of the mutations
(loss functions), as it is shown in Figure 2, and then the gradient de-
scent method is applied accordingly (see Algorithm 2). This enables
diversity in the mutation space without adding noticeable overhead
over the spatial coevolutionary training method presented before,
sinceMustangs evaluates only the mutated generator instead of
three as E-GAN does.
Figure 2: Graphical representation of the mutation used in Mus-
tangs. The generator (ancestor) Gu is mutated to produce the new
generatorGu′ by using one of the loss functions chosen at random.
E-GAN, Lipizzaner, andMustangs apply the same mutation
(loss function) to update the discriminators, the one defined to
address the GAN minmax optimization problem described in Equa-
tion (1).
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Algorithm 2 mutatePu (u)
Input:
u : generator parameters
Return:
u′ : mutated generator parameters
1: operator ← pick_random[1 . . . 3]
2: if operator == 1 then
3: u′ ← applyGradienDescent(MminmaxG , u)
4: else if operator == 2 then
5: u′ ← applyGradienDescent(M least−squareG , u)
6: else
7: u′ ← applyGradienDescent(Mheur ist icG , u)
8: end if
9: return u′
4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Mustangs is evaluated on two common image data sets: MNIST2
and CelebA3. The experiments compare the following methods:
GAN-BCE a standard GAN which usesMminmaxG objective
E-GAN the E-GAN method
Lip-BCE Lipizzaner withMminmaxG objective
Lip-MSE Lipizzaner withMleast−squareG objective
Lip-HEU Lipizzaner withMheur ist icG objective
Mustangs theMustangs method
The settings used for the experiments are summarized in Table 1.
The four spatial coveolutionary GANs use the parameters presented
in Table 1. E-GAN and GAN-BCE both use the Adam optimizer
with an initial learning rate (0.0002). The other parameters of E-
GAN use the same configuration as used in [22].
For MNIST data set experiments, all methods use the same
stop condition: a computational budget of nine hours (9h). The
distributed methods of Mustangs, Lip-BCE, Lip-MSE, and Lip-
HEU use a grid size of 3 × 3, and are able to train nine networks
in parallel. Thus, they are executed during one hour to comply
with the computational budget of nine hours. Regarding CelebA
experiments, the four spatial coveolutionary GANs are analyzed.
Thus, they stop after performing 20 training epochs, since they
require similar computational budget to perform them.
All methods have been implemented in Python3 and pytorch4.
The spatial coevolutionary ones have extended the Lipizzaner
framework [20].
The experimental analysis is performed on a cloud computation
platform that provides 8 Intel Xeon cores 2.2GHz with 32 GB RAM
and a NVIDIA Tesla T4 GPU with 16 GB RAM. We run multiple
independent runs for each method.
For quantitative assessment of the accuracy of the generated
fake data the Frechet inception distance (FID) is evaluated [7]. We
analyze the computational performance of each method. Finally,
we evaluate the diversity of the data samples generated.
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the results and the analyses of the studied op-
timization methods. The first three subsections evaluate the MNIST
2The MNIST Database - http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
3The CelebA Database - http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/projects/CelebA.html
4Pytorch Website - https://pytorch.es/
Table 1: Network topology of the GANs trained.
Parameter MNIST CelebA
Network topology
Network type MLP DCGAN
Input neurons 64 100
Number of hidden layers 2 4
Neurons per hidden layer 256 16,384 - 131,072
Output neurons 784 64×64×64
Activation function tanh tanh
Training settings
Batch size 100 128
Skip N disc. steps 1 -
Coevolutionary settings
Stop condition 9 hours comp. 20 training epochs
Population size per cell 1 1
Tournament size 2 2
Grid size 3×3 2×2
Performance metric (m) FID FID
Mixture mutation scale 0.01 0.01
Hyperparameter mutation
Optimizer Adam Adam
Initial learning rate 0.0002 0.00005
Mutation rate 0.0001 0.0001
Mutation probability 0.5 0.5
experiments in terms of the FID score, the computational perfor-
mance, and the diversity of the generated samples, respectively.
The last one analyzes the CelebA results in terms of FID score.
5.1 Quality of the Generated Data
Table 2 shows the best FID value from each of the 30 independent
runs performed for each method.Mustangs has the lowest median
(see Figure 3 for a boxplot). All the methods that used Lipizzaner
are better than E-GAN and GAN-BCE. However, there is quite
a significant increase in FID value between the Lip-MSE and the
other Lipizzaner based methods. The results indicate that Mus-
tangs is robust to the varying performance of the individual loss
functions and can still find a high performing mixture of generators.
This helps to strengthen the idea that diversity, both in genome
and mutation space, provides robust GAN training.
Table 2: FIDMNIST results in terms of best mean, normalized stan-
dard deviation, median and interquartile range (IQR). (Low FID in-
dicates good performance)
Algorithm Mean Std% Median IQR
Mustangs 42.235 12.863% 43.181 7.586
Lip-BCE 48.958 20.080% 46.068 4.663
Lip-MSE 371.603 20.108% 381.768 104.625
Lip-HEU 52.525 17.230% 52.732 9.767
E-GAN 466.111 10.312% 481.610 69.329
GAN-BCE 457.723 2.648% 459.629 17.865
The results provided by the methods that generates diversity in
genome space only (Lip-BCE, Lip-HEU, and Lip-MSE) are signif-
icantly more competitive than E-GAN, which provides diversity in
mutation space only (see Figure 3). Therefore, the spatial distributed
coevolution provides an efficient tool to optimize GANs.
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Figure 3: Results on MNIST dataset. Boxplot that shows the
best FIDs computed for each independent run.
Surprisingly the median FID score of GAN-BCE is better than
E-GAN. E-GAN has a larger variance of FID scores compared to
GAN-BCE, and in the original paper it was shown that E-GAN
performance improved with more epochs (by using a computational
budget of 30h, compared to the 9h we use here).
The results in Table 2 indicate that spatialy distributed coevolu-
tionary training is the best choice to train GANs, even when there
is no knowledge about the best loss function to the problem. How-
ever, the choice of loss function (mutation) may impact the final
results. In summary, the combination of both mutation and genome
diversity significantly provides the most best result. A ranksum
test with Holm correction confirms that the difference between
Mustangs and the other methods is significant at confidence levels
of α=0.01 and α=0.001 (see Figure 4).
Figure 4: Holm statistical post-hoc analysis on MNIST
dataset. It illustrates the p-values computed by the statisti-
cal tests.
Next, we evaluate the FID score through out the GAN training
process, see Figure 5 illustrates the FID changes during the entire
training process. In addition, we zoom in on the first 50 training
epochs in Figure 6. None of the evolutionary GAN training methods
seem to have converged after 9h of computation. This implies that
longer runs can further improve the results.
According to Figure 5, the robustness of the three most competi-
tive methods (Mustangs, Lip-BCE, and Lip-HEU) indicates that
the FID almost behaves like a monotonically decreasing function
with small oscilations. The other three methods have larger osila-
tions and does not seem to have a FID trend that decreases with
the same rate.
Focusing on the two methods that apply the same unique loss
function in Equation (3), GAN-BCE and Lip-BCE, we can clearly
state the benefits of the distributed spatial evolution. Even the two
methods provide comparable FID during the first 30 training epochs,
Lip-BCE converges faster to better FID values (see Figure 6). This
difference is even more noticeable when both algorithms consume
the 9h of computational cost (see Figure 5).
Figure 5: Results on MNIST dataset. FID evolution through
the training process during 9h of computational cost.
Figure 6: Results on MNIST dataset. FID evolution through
the first 50 epochs of the training process.
Notice that the spatial coevolutionary methods use FID as the
objective function to select the best mixture of generators during
the optimization of the GANs. In contrast, E-GAN applies a spe-
cific objective function based on the losses [22] and GAN-BCE
optimizes just one network.
5.2 Computational Performance
In this section, we analyze the computational performance of the
GAN trainingmethods, all used the same computational budget (9h).
We start analyzing the number of training epochs. AsMustangs
and Lipizzaner variations apply asynchronous parallelism, the
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number of training epochs performed by each cell of the grid in
the same run varies. Thus, for these methods, we consider that the
number of training epochs of a given run is the mean of the epochs
performed by each cell.
Table 3 shows the mean, normalized standard deviation, min-
imum, and maximum values of number of training epochs. The
number of epochs are normally distributed for all the algorithms.
Please note that, first, all the analyzed methods have been executed
on a cloud architecture, which could generate some differences in
terms of computational efficiency results; and second, everything
is implemented by using the same Python libraries and versions to
limit computational differences between them due to the technolo-
gies used.
Table 3: Results on MNIST dataset. Mean, normalized standard de-
viation, minimum, median and maximum of training epochs.
Algorithm Mean Std% Minimum Median Maximum
Mustangs 179.456 2.708% 174.778 177.944 194.000
Lip-BCE 185.919 4.072% 171.222 189.444 194.333
Lip-MSE 185.963 3.768% 173.667 189.222 194.778
Lip-HEU 188.644 4.657% 175.667 186.667 200.556
E-GAN 193.167 2.992% 166.000 193.000 199.000
GAN-BCE 365.267 10.570% 322.000 339.500 423.000
Figure 7: Results on MNIST dataset. Boxplot of the number
of training epochs.
Themethod that is able to train each network for themost epochs
is GAN-BCE. However, this method trains only one network, in
contrast to the other evaluatedmethods.GAN-BCE performs about
two times the number of iterations of E-GAN, which evaluates
three networks.
The spatially distributed coevolutionary algorithms performed
significantly fewer training epochs than E-GAN. However, during
each epoch these methods evaluate 45 GANs, i.e., neighborhood
size of 5 × 9 cells, which is 15 times more networks than E-GAN.
One of the most important features of the spatial coevolutionary
algorithm is that it is executed asynchronously and in parallel for all
the cells [20]. Thus, there is no bottleneck for each cells performance
since it operates without waiting for the others. In future work
E-GAN could take advantage of parallelism and optimizing the
three discriminators at the same time. However, it has an important
synchronization bottleneck because they are evaluated over the
same discriminator, which is trained and evaluated sequentially
after that operation.
5.3 Diversity of the Generated Outputs
In this section, we evaluate the diversity of the generated samples
by the networks that had the best FID score. We report the the total
variation distance (TVD) for each algorithm [9] (see Table 4).
Table 4: Results on MNIST dataset. TVD results. (Low TVD indi-
cates more diversity)
Alg. Mustangs Lip-BCE Lip-HEU Lip-MSE E-GAN GAN-BCE
TVD 0.180 0.171 0.115 0.365 0.534 0.516
The methods that provide genome diversity generate more di-
verse data samples than the other two analyzed methods. This
shows that genomic diversity introduces a capability to avoid mode
collapse situations as the one shown in Figure 9(a). The three algo-
rithms with the lowest FID score (Mustangs, Lip-BCE, and Lip-
HEU) also provide the lowest TVD values. The best TVD result is
obtained by Lip-HEU.
The distribution of each class of digits for generated images is
shown in Figure 8. The diagram supports the TVD results, e.g. Lip-
HEU andMustangs produce more diverse set of samples spanning
across different classes. We can observe that the two methods that
do not apply diversity in terms of genome display a possible mode
collapse, since about half of the samples are of class 3 and they not
generate samples of class 4 and 7.
Figure 8: Classes distribution of the samples generated of
MNIST by Mustangs, Lip-HEU, E-GAN, and GAN-BCE.
Figure 9 illustrates how spatially distributed coevolutionary al-
gorithms are able to produce robust generators that provide with
accurate samples across all the classes.
5.4 CelebA Experimental Results
The spatially distributed coevolutionary methods are applied to
perform the CelebA experiments. Table 5 summarizes the results
over multiple independent runs.
Mustangs provides the lowest median FID and Lip-MSE the
highest one. Lip-BCE and Lip-HEU provide median and average
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(a) Mode collapse (b)Mustangs (c) Lip-BCE (d) Lip-HEU (e) Lip-MSE (f) E-GAN (g) GAN-BCE
Figure 9: Sequence of samples generated of MNIST dataset. (a) contains for mode collapse, the generator is focused on the
character 0. It illustrates samples generated by the best generator (in terms of FID) by Mustangs (b), Lip-BCE (c), Lip-HEU (d),
Lip-MSE (e), E-GAN (f), and GAN-BCE (g).
Table 5: Results on CelebA dataset. FID results in terms of best
mean, normalized standard deviation, median and interquartile
range (IQR). (Low FID indicates good performance)
Algorithm Mean Std% Median IQR
Mustangs 36.148 0.571% 36.087 0.237
Lip-BCE 36.250 5.676% 36.385 2.858
Lip-MSE 158.740 40.226% 160.642 47.216
Lip-HEU 37.872 5.751% 37.681 2.455
FID scores close to the Mustangs ones. However, Mustangs is
more robust to the varying performance of the methods that apply
a unique loss function (see deviations in Table 5).
The robustness of the training provided by Mustangs makes
it an efficient tool when the computation budget is limited (i.e.,
performing a limited number of independent runs), since it shows
low variability in its competitive results.
Next, we evaluate the FID score through the training process.
Figure 10 shows the FID changes during the entire training process.
All the analyzed methods behave like a monotonically decreasing
function. However, the FID evolution of Lip-BCE presents oscil-
lations. Mustangs, Lip-BCE, and Lip-HEU FIDs show a similar
evolution.
Figure 10: Results on CelebA dataset. FID evolution through
the 20 epochs of the training process.
Figure 11 illustrates a sequence of samples generated by the best
mixture of generators in terms of FID score of the most competitive
two training methods, i.e.,Mustangs and Lip-BCE. As it can be
seen in these two sets images generated, both methods present
similar capacity of generating human faces.
(a)Mustangs (b) Lip-BCE
Figure 11: Sequence of samples generated of CelebA. It illus-
trates samples generated by the best mixture of generators
(in terms of FID) by Mustangs (a) and Lip-BCE (b).
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We have empirically showed that GAN training can be improved by
boosting diversity. We enhanced an existing spatial evolutionary
GAN training framework that promoted genomic diversity by prob-
abilistically choosing one of three loss functions. This new method,
calledMustangs was tested on the MNIST and CelebA data sets
showed the best performance and high diversity in label space, as
well as on the TVD measure. The high performance of Mustangs
is due to its inherent robustness. This allows it to overcome often
observed training pathologies, e.g. mode collapse. Furthermore,
the Mustangs method can be executed asynchronously and the
computation is easy to distribute with low overhead. We extended
the Lipizzaner open source implementation to demonstrate this.
Future work will include the evaluation of Mustangs on more
data sets and longer training epochs. We can also include other loss
functions. In addition, we are exploring the diversity of the net-
works over their neighborhoods and the whole grid when applying
the different methods studied here. This study will be a first step
in devising an algorithm that self-adapts the probabilities of the
different mutations dynamically. Finally, other advancements in
evolutionary algorithms that can improve the robustness of GAN
training, e.g. temporal evolutionary training, need to be considered.
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